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Polygonal PathsPolygonal Paths

•• A A polygonal path polygonal path or or polygonal curve polygonal curve in the plane is in the plane is 
the union of finitely many line segments such that the union of finitely many line segments such that 
each segment starts at the end of the previous one each segment starts at the end of the previous one 
and no point appears in more than one segment and no point appears in more than one segment 
except for common endpoints of consecutive except for common endpoints of consecutive 
segments.segments.

•• In a In a polygonal  u,vpolygonal  u,v--pathpath, the beginning of the first , the beginning of the first 
segment is segment is uu and the end of the last segment is and the end of the last segment is vv..
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Drawing of a GraphDrawing of a Graph

•• A A drawing drawing of a graph G is a function that of a graph G is a function that 
maps each vertex maps each vertex v v ∈∈V(G) to a point f(v) in V(G) to a point f(v) in 
the plane and each edge the plane and each edge uvuv to a polygonal to a polygonal 
f(u),f(v)f(u),f(v)--path in the plane. path in the plane. 
–– The images of vertices are distinctThe images of vertices are distinct
–– A point in f(e) A point in f(e) ∩∩ f(ef(e′′) other than a common end is ) other than a common end is 

a a crossing.crossing.
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Planar GraphPlanar Graph

•• A graph is A graph is planar planar if it has a drawing without if it has a drawing without 
crossings.crossings.

•• A A plane graph plane graph is a particular drawing of a is a particular drawing of a 
planar graph in the plane with no crossings.planar graph in the plane with no crossings.
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FacesFaces

•• An An open set open set in the plane is a set U in the plane is a set U ∈∈ ℜℜ22 such that for such that for 
every every p p ∈∈ U, all points within some small distance U, all points within some small distance 
from from pp belong to U.belong to U.

•• A A region region is an open set U that contains a polygonal is an open set U that contains a polygonal 
u,vu,v--path for every pair path for every pair u,v u,v ∈∈ U.U.

•• The The faces faces of a plane graph are the maximal regions of of a plane graph are the maximal regions of 
the plane that are disjoint from the drawing.the plane that are disjoint from the drawing.

•• The length of a face in a plane graph G is the length The length of a face in a plane graph G is the length 
of the walk in G that bounds it.of the walk in G that bounds it.
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Dual GraphsDual Graphs

•• Suppose G is a plane graph. The Suppose G is a plane graph. The dual graph dual graph 
G* G* of G is a plane graph having a vertex for of G is a plane graph having a vertex for 
each region in G. The edges of G* correspond each region in G. The edges of G* correspond 
to the edges of G as follows:to the edges of G as follows:
–– If If ee is an edge of G that has region X on one side is an edge of G that has region X on one side 

and region Y on the other side, then the and region Y on the other side, then the 
corresponding dual edge corresponding dual edge e*e* ∈∈ E(G*) is an edge E(G*) is an edge 
joining the vertices joining the vertices x,yx,y of G* that correspond to the of G* that correspond to the 
faces X,Y of G.faces X,Y of G.
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ResultsResults

•• If If ll((FFii)) denotes the length of face denotes the length of face FFii in a plane in a plane 
graph G, then 2graph G, then 2ee(G) = (G) = ΣΣ ll((FFii))..

•• The following statements are equivalent for a The following statements are equivalent for a 
plane graph G:plane graph G:

1.1. G is bipartite.G is bipartite.
2.2. Every face of G has even length.Every face of G has even length.
3.3. The dual graph G* is The dual graph G* is EulerianEulerian..
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Euler’s Euler’s Formula & other resultsFormula & other results

•• [[Euler’sEuler’s Formula:] Formula:] If a connected plane If a connected plane 
graph G has graph G has nn vertices, vertices, ee edges and edges and ff
faces, then faces, then n n −− e + f = 2e + f = 2

•• If G is a simple planar graph with at least If G is a simple planar graph with at least 
three vertices, then three vertices, then ee(G) (G) ≤≤ 33nn(G) (G) −− 6.6.
–– If also G is triangleIf also G is triangle--free, then free, then ee(G) (G) ≤≤ 22nn(G) (G) −− 4.4.
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More resultsMore results

•• If E is the edge set of a face in some planar If E is the edge set of a face in some planar 
embedding of G, then G has an embedding in embedding of G, then G has an embedding in 
which E is the edge set of the unbounded face.which E is the edge set of the unbounded face.

•• Every minimal nonEvery minimal non--planar graph is 2planar graph is 2--connected.connected.

•• Suppose S = {x,y} is a 2Suppose S = {x,y} is a 2--cut of G and Gcut of G and G!!,G,G22 are are 
subsub--graphs of G such that Ggraphs of G such that G11 ∪∪ GG22 = G and = G and 
V(GV(G11) ) ∩∩ V(GV(G22) = S. Let H) = S. Let Hii = = GGii ∪∪ xyxy. If G is non. If G is non--
planar, then at least one of Hplanar, then at least one of H11,H,H22 is nonis non--planar.planar.
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Preparation for Preparation for Kuratowski’s Kuratowski’s TheoremTheorem

•• Suppose G is a nonSuppose G is a non--planar graph with no planar graph with no 
Kuratowski subgraphKuratowski subgraph, and G has the fewest edges , and G has the fewest edges 
among such graphs. Then G is 3among such graphs. Then G is 3--connected.connected.

•• A 3A 3--connected graph with at least five vertices connected graph with at least five vertices 
contains an edge whose contraction leaves a 3contains an edge whose contraction leaves a 3--
connected graph.connected graph.

•• If GIf G..e has a e has a Kuratowski subgraphKuratowski subgraph, then G also has , then G also has 
a a Kuratowski subgraphKuratowski subgraph..
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Kuratowski’sKuratowski’s Theorem / Theorem / Tutte’s Tutte’s TheoremTheorem

•• Subdividing Subdividing and edge means replacing the edge and edge means replacing the edge 
with a path of length 2. with a path of length 2. Kuratowski Kuratowski proved that G is proved that G is 
planar planar iffiff G contains no subG contains no sub--division of Kdivision of K55 or Kor K3,33,3..

•• [[Tutte’sTutte’s Theorem:] Theorem:] If G is a 3If G is a 3--connected graph with connected graph with 
no subdivision of Kno subdivision of K55 or Kor K3,33,3, then G has a convex , then G has a convex 
embedding in the plane. This is a stronger result embedding in the plane. This is a stronger result 
that that Kuratowski’s Kuratowski’s theorem.theorem.


